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 The HMC and the FSP

 PTFs and Management Central

 Day to Day and periodic management items

VMI and Storage management VMI and Storage management

 Selected System Values, Spool file Maintenance
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 ASMI – Advanced Systems Management Interface
 CEC – Complex Electronics Cabinet (aka System unit)
 COD – Capacity on Demand
 CUOD – Customer Upgrade on Demand
 DHCP – Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol
 FSM – Flex Systems Manager
 FSP – Flexible Service Processor
 HMC – Hardware Management Console HMC – Hardware Management Console
 HSL – High Speed Loop/Link
 Modem – Modulator Demodulator.  An antique device that 

interfaces a serial port to a phone line to carry date at 
abysmally low speeds. 

 SDMC – A short lived console that tried to replace the HMC
 VIOS – Virtual Input Output Server
 VPM – Virtual Partition Manager
 WEBSM – Web Systems Manager
 FUBAR – What you don’t want to do.
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 Assure your HMC can call home

 HMC Users and Security

 Updating the HMC

 SSH Access to the HMC and command line options

 Disk status and Cleanup on the HMC
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 Disk status and Cleanup on the HMC

 Updating the FSP
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 You will 
spend 95% 

Navigation 
Panel 
Components
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spend 95% 
of your time 
managing 
partitions 
and profiles. 



•Nav menu: Service 
management then: 
Manage Customer 
Information

•If this isn’t completed 
then IBM has no idea 
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then IBM has no idea 
who to call when the 
HMC calls home!

•REMEMBER to update 
this when Admins
change!

•Suggest a help desk 
email and phone 
number here as well.
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•Nav menu: Service management 
then: Manage Outbound 
Connectivity
•HMC Must have outbound access 
to UDP Port 500 to initiate this 
connection to the IBM VPN
•Recommend Internet AND VPN 
connectivity are enabled.



•Nav menu: Service 
management then: 
Manage Serviceable Event 
Notification

•Email server and port are 
required. Also be sure to 

•Do test this as mail servers can be finicky!
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required. Also be sure to 
select the ‘Enable’ button!

•Add users.



•Nav menu: HMC 
Management: Remote 
Command Execution
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•Nav menu: HMC Management: 
Enable Remote Virtual Terminal

•Nav menu: HMC Management: 
Remote Operation



 From the advanced menu select Import Server Certificate.

 This will remove the ‘pinkeye’ from internet exploder.
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 Assure your HMC can call home

 HMC Users and Security

 Updating the HMC

 SSH Access to the HMC and command line options

 Disk status and Cleanup on the HMC
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 Disk status and Cleanup on the HMC

 Updating the FSP



 Options are provided to work with users and to work with task and 
resource roles

 Task and roles define what the user is allowed to do
 New V7 feature allows you to see who’s on-line and what they are 

doing!
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 Nav Menu: HMC Management -> Manage Users and tasks.

 Here we see who’s doing what and how long they have been idle.

 Users can be kicked off and tasks can be taken over or terminated.
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 Under User Profiles this GUI allows maintenance of users

 Treat this like Service tools.
 Each user needs a profile.
 Don’t give too much 

authority.
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 With V7R3.5 a new properties panel has been added.

 This is V7R7.2 shown – Note “Allow Remote Access”

 Set other values to your (or auditors) taste. 

 Don’t forget to 
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 Don’t forget to 
select this 
(default is NOT!) 
or you can’t 
open the web 
interface.



 The Resource roll defines which resources that can be 
managed. 

 These can be as granular as a single item
 These can be based on an existing role.
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 Task Roles define the tasks which can be done.
 Restrict a user to a small list of functions such as access 

to the console but not to memory and CPU. 
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 Now our new roles show up and we can select them

 Resources are the test COMMON3 partition
 Roles are just the console.
 No Expire for pwd.
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 Assure your HMC can call home

 HMC Users and Security

 Updating the HMC

 SSH Access to the HMC and command line options

 Disk status and Cleanup on the HMC
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 Disk status and Cleanup on the HMC

 Updating the FSP



 As with IBM i the code on the HMC needs to be 
updated or at the very least verified.

 Version 7 brings lots more information to this page
◦ BIOS level and type/Model/Serial number
◦ And the FSP version is now right up front!
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HMC Service installed
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•http://www-933.ibm.com/support/fixcentral/



Obtain the media

•Here are all the files needed 
for this release.

•Select your desired 
version then continue
(behind the pull-down)
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for this release.

•Like an IBM i ‘CUME’ you 
don’t need the fixes for the 
base release if you are 
installing “M1” as they are 
included or superseded.



 Everything on the page is expanded and is 
very very confusing. 

 To the right is just a snippet of the very tall 
page that is returned.

 Even though the ‘twisties’ are un-twisted all 
the data appears.

Currently Broken view:Currently Broken view:
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 Twist and untwist as needed.

 Now you can see that V7R7.8.0M1 is at the top (an 
improvement) and is the first thing you need.

 Then below that are the ‘patched by’ or superseding 
fixes that you also need. 

 Select what you need (Warning the page goes goofy 
again) and then click ‘Next’

Fix the Fix the twistiestwisties to getto get it right.it right.
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again) and then click ‘Next’



 My favorite option is FTP.
 You may change your selected option with the 

“Change my Download options” link.

 You get the information below to feed into an 
FTP script or client

 Alternative at the bottom is to use your browser 
to do the download.

DownloadDownload your fixesyour fixes
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Alternative at the bottom is to use your browser 
to do the download.



•This is ‘photo shopped’ as 
it’s a very long page!

•You can see Power 7, 6, 
and 5 firmware shown 
here. 

•This link is below.
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•This link is below.

•THIS IS AN OUTDATED 
SAMPLE!! 

http://bit.ly/1j3ZhIl



 This backup saves everything that has been applied since the 
system was last loaded from the recovery Disks. 

 Three backup locations available here: Local DVD, Remote file 
system (NFS) or Remote FTP site

 My preference is the Remote System and I use IBM i.
◦ Note that IBM i FTP server needs a few settings:

 CHGFTPA NAMEFMT(*PATH) LISTFMT(*UNIX) INACTTIMO(1200) 
CURDIR(*HOMEDIR)CURDIR(*HOMEDIR)
 Tells FTP Server to act like Unix (In other words like a normal FTP 

server!)
 ENDTCPSVR *FTP
 STRTCPSVR *FTP

 Restarts for the changes.
 CRTUSRPRF USRPRF(HMC) PASSWORD(********) 

INLPGM(*NONE)           INLMNU(*SIGNOFF) LMTCPB(*YES) 
TEXT('HMC Backup User') HOMEDIR(*USRPRF) 

 MKDIR DIR('/home/HMC')
 Creates a user and it’s home directory to save the backup images 

in.
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 Enter the IP address or name of your server, and 
the user id and password.

 The description is for your reference later if you 
should need to restore!
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 Updates, Like PTFs, for the most part fix things.
◦ They are applied from the GUI we’ve just seen.
◦ Can by from DVD, USB Sticks, FTP sites.
◦ Can use ZIP files, or .ISO files
 Can also burn them to media if you like that sort of thing.

 Upgrades replace the O/S with a new version Upgrades replace the O/S with a new version
◦ Can be started by booting media or by copying media 

into the server and restarting from that. (Network 
upgrade)
 Network upgrades can be done remotely!
◦ Like with IBM i, updates are required after any Upgrade.

 The following backup is required ONLY for 
Upgrades. 
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 Click the Update HMC Button.

This
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 This
summons 
the wizard 
to the right. 

 Review and 
click “Next”



 Choose the Remote 
Server for FTP 
(Shown) or media if 
you have a DVD.

Enter the

server IP
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server IP

or name,

user ID

pwd, and 

directory  

if needed.



 After a moment the list of what’s found on the 
server is provided. 

 Select the appropriate package and click “Next”

 Much

improvedimproved

from 

previous

versions as

typos are

eliminated!
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 Confirmation above is last point to stop.

 Click “Next” and progress below begins.

 Success! This message and the “OK” button appears.

 (Click “OK”)
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 Once it’s done a Reboot is always required. 

 You can wait if “now” is a bad time. 

 Click Yes when you are ready to reboot. 
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 Confirm that the service pack is now installed.

 Here we see Service Pack 1

 Repeating the backup now is a good idea. 
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 Assure your HMC can call home

 HMC Users and Security

 Updating the HMC

 SSH Access to the HMC and command line options

 Disk status and Cleanup on the HMC
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 Disk status and Cleanup on the HMC

 Updating the FSP



 With 5733SC1 installed on IBM i you an SSH to 
the HMC and enter commands.

 From a workstation you can use Putty to do the 
same.

 The command line can be used to move  The command line can be used to move 
resources without having to GUI to the HMC.
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 lssyscfg -r sys
◦ Shows all systems connected to this HMC.

 lssyscfg -r lpar -m [sys from above cmd]
◦ Shows all partitions on the selected system.

 lssyscfg -m [sys] -r lpar -F name,lpar_id,state
◦ Shows only the name, lpar ID, and state of partition

 lsled -r sa -t virtuallpar -m “Enterprise” lsled -r sa -t virtuallpar -m “Enterprise”
◦ Shows status of status LEDs for the partitions on Server Enterprise.

 lshwres -m [sys] -r io --rsubtype slot -F 
description,unit_phys_loc,bus_id,phys_loc,lpar_id
◦ Shows each i/o card in the system, it’s bus, location and which lpar owns 

the card.

 chsysstate -o on -k normal -m “Enterprise" -n Tomcat -f Tomcat  
-r lpar -i b
◦ Starts lpar Tomcat using profile Tomcat on server Enterprise in normal 

mode from the b side. 
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 lshwres -m [sys] -r io --rsubtype slot -F 
description,drc_index,lpar_id

◦ Shows each i/o card in the system, it’s ID and and which 
lpar owns the card. Such as:

 Other Mass Storage Controller,21010003,none 

chhwres -m [sys] -r io -o a --id 1 -l 21010003 chhwres -m [sys] -r io -o a --id 1 -l 21010003

◦ Moves card with id 21010003 to partition 1

◦ Repeating the first command after this one shows:

 Other Mass Storage Controller,21010003,1  <- Partition 1
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 As you can see from some of the samples on the 
previous pages the commands are capable of 
many things. 

 Moving resources with the HMC command line 
may not handle the operating system side of may not handle the operating system side of 
movement.
◦ For example moving memory from one IBM i partition to 

another goes smoothly as the O/S handles everything.

◦ Moving a DVD drive requires that the device be varied off 
on the source partition and varied on on the target. 
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 Assure your HMC can call home

 HMC Users and Security

 Updating the HMC

 SSH Access to the HMC and command line options

 Disk status and Cleanup on the HMC
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 Disk status and Cleanup on the HMC

 Updating the FSP



 When at an HMC command line you can see disk status with the 
command 
◦ monhmc –r disk (*)
◦ The output (below) refreshes each 4 seconds.
◦ CTRL-C to exit.

Every 4.0s: MONHmc disk           Mon Sep  3 20:31:19 2012

Fileystem 1K-blocks     Used Available Use% Mounted
/dev/sda2     16121184  7368528   7933744  49% /
tmpfs 2047864      196   2047668   1% /dev
tmpfs 2047864        0   2047864   0% /dev/shm
/dev/sda3      6040320   438300   5295180   8% /var
/dev/sda7      8056524   150956   7496316   2% /dump
/dev/sda8    442460668   203036 419781896   1% /extra

(*) Note that –r accepts other parms for Memory and CPU as well
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 We don’t have direct file system access.

 IBM Provides a utility for cleaning up logs and 
such that works by cleaning up logs and 
temporary files.

 chhmcfs –o f {–d x –h y –s z } chhmcfs –o f {–d x –h y –s z }
◦ x= number of days of old files to keep.

◦ y= number of hours of old files to keep

◦ z= MB of space to free up in each file system.
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 Disk status and Cleanup on the HMC

 Updating the FSP



 This thing is the ‘Facilities Manager’ of your system

 It controls who gets what resources
◦ Buses, Cards, Processor, Memory etc.

 It powers up and down all the bits.
◦ Expansion Units, Card slots, etc.

It powers up when power is applied to the system unit.  It powers up when power is applied to the system unit. 
(That is, the power cords are plugged in.)

 It owns the front panel and is partially controlled by it.

 It provides a web based management interface 

 It is managed by an HMC
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 FSP Code updates can be installed from the HMC 
or from a Service Partition

 If you use a Service Partition:
◦ The service partition is designated through the HMC
◦ ASMI must be used to enable Firmware (FSP) updates 

from the Operating Systemfrom the Operating System
◦ All other partitions must be shut down and then the 

‘Service Partition’ is powered off. On the way down it 
updates the FSP code.
 *LANDMINE

 If this happens when you do not expect it, you risk losing your 
HMC. Firmware could be newer than the HMC can handle and 
communications would be lost.
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 You may (likely!) lose consoles for a time during 
the update.

 If the update is disruptive the hardware may power 
down for up to 20 minutes on POWER5 systems.
◦ Leave it alone and get coffee or MtDew!

Limit use of things that require the FSP during the 
◦ Leave it alone and get coffee or MtDew!

 Limit use of things that require the FSP during the 
updates.

 POWER6 systems go much faster.
◦ Approximately 25% of the time required for POWER5 

systems.

 POWER7 systems are a bit faster yet. 
 POWER8 about the same as POWER7.
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 VMI is the Rochester term for Virtual Optical and Virtual 
Tape.

 Essentially they have created a virtual bus and a virtual 
IOP to which virtual optical drives (CD and DVD) and 
virtual tape drives.

CRTDEVOPT DEVD(OPTVRT01) RSRCNAME(*VRT) TEXT('Virtual CRTDEVOPT DEVD(OPTVRT01) RSRCNAME(*VRT) TEXT('Virtual 
Optical drive # 01')
◦ Virtual Optical drives are DVD-RAM type.

CRTDEVTAP DEVD(TAPVRT01) RSRCNAME(*VRT) TEXT('Virtual 
Tape Drive #01')
◦ Sort of a cross between a tape drive and a tape library.
◦ Works like a tape drive, except if you specify a volume ID and that ID 

exists in the image catalog it will ‘auto load’ that volume.

 Don’t forget to vary them on!
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 Virtual Media of course, hence the name!
◦ For the purpose of PTFs and Licensed Programs the 

media are created by IBM.
 Downloaded from Fix Central or Entitled Software Support 

(ESS) respectively.

◦ For other uses the media can be created from physical ◦ For other uses the media can be created from physical 
media or created blank and written to.

 Virtual Media are stored in Image Catalogs
◦ The Image catalog object lives in QUSRSYS library
 It is just a list of the images and the directory in which they 

live.

◦ The binary Images of the disks are stored in the IFS 
directory specified in the Catalog obect.
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CRTIMGCLG IMGCLG(V7R2PTF) DIR('/IBMi/v7r2/ptf') 
TYPE(*OPT) CRTDIR(*YES) TEXT('V2R2 PTF Images‘) 
IMPORT(*YES)

 Creates the catalog object and the directory.

ADDIMGCLGE IMGCLG(V7R2PTF) FROMDEV(OPT01)
 Imports a physical disk into the catalog

ADDIMGCLGE IMGCLG(V7R2PTF) ADDIMGCLGE IMGCLG(V7R2PTF) 
FROMFILE('hiper10_1.bin') TOFILE(*fromfile)

 This is used when the file ‘hiper10_1.bin’ is already in the correct 
directory.

ADDIMGCLGE IMGCLG(V7R2PTF)  
FROMFILE('/some/remote/filesystems/dir/hiper10_1.bin') 
TOFILE(*fromfile)

 This will copy the file from the remote file system and add it to the 
catalog.
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 Introduced in 2010 by PTF is the ability to simply add 
every in the image catalog directory into the catalog. 
◦ Available for V5R4, and up

 Simplest way to use it:
◦ Create the CatalogCreate the Catalog

◦ Populate the directory (FTP, etc as previous)

◦ CALL QVOIFIMG  PARM(‘catalog’ ‘*ALL’ 0)

 This adds every file in the directory to the catalog.
◦ Option for *BIN and *ISO as well as *ALL

◦ Be sure not to place files that are NOT images in the directory. 
QVOIFIMG will pick them up but of course VFYIMGCLG will 
fail!
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 Load the catalog into the virtual drive.
◦ LODIMGCLG IMGCLG(V7R2PTF) DEV(OPTVRT01)  

OPTION(*LOAD) WRTPTC(*DFT)
◦ Write protect is always *YES for IBM i and PTF media.
◦ The first entry in the catalog will be available and can be seen 

with WRKOPTVOL or WRKLNK ‘/QOPT/*’

Verify and Sort the catalog Verify and Sort the catalog
VFYIMGCLG IMGCLG(V7R2PTF) TYPE(*PTF) 

SORT(*YES)
◦ Basically makes sure the images are ‘readable’ and groups with 

multiple disks are in ascending sequence.

 Finally use the OPTVRT01 drive in PTF menu option 8.
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 In i 6.1 IBM introduced network based virtual optical drives.
 NFS is used on a ‘host’ partition to hold all the image catalog 

objects.
◦ A VOLUME_LIST file must exist in the directory with the images and 

contain the names of the images.
◦ This is a simple text file (EDTF) 
◦ The Image Catalog isn’t actually used on the host and the images need 

not be mounted in an optical drive on the host.not be mounted in an optical drive on the host.

 A service tools (a.k.a. ‘LAN Console’) interface is used on client 
partitions to reach across to and load the images.
◦ An active Ethernet connection outside of Service Tools is not required 

while using network based virtual optical.

 A virtual optical drive is created on ‘client’ partitions that utilizes 
the service tools interface.

 This means no more copying images from partition to partition!!!
 To utilize these for UPGRADES a POWER6 or newer CPU is 

required. 
 Host and Client do NOT need to be on the same machine or the 

same release.
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Host partition
-IBM i 6.1 or newer
-Standard network with IP 
address 10.1.1.5 (example)
-System operational
-NO Jumbo Frames!

Client partition
-IBM i 6.1 or newer
-System can be in restricted 
state.
-Does not need to be on 
same server.
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VOLUME_LIST

-NO Jumbo Frames!

/IBMi/v7r2/ptf

LIC of Client Partition
Special IP Stack with IP 
address assigned as: 
“Service Tools LAN adapter.”
10.1.1.106

Ethernet

OPTNET01

same server.



Display LAN Adapter Configure On Dasd System:   V7R1DEV

Adapter type  . . . . . . . :   268C   In this case a Virtual Ethernet

Adapter serial number . . . :   00-00000

Internet address  . . . . . :   10.1.1.106  Unique and in Same subnet

as host partition

Gateway router address  . . :   10.1.1.5    Optional if Same subnetGateway router address  . . :   10.1.1.5    Optional if Same subnet

Subnet mask . . . . . . . . :   255.255.255.0

Host name for service tools :   V71DEVLANCON

Node  . . . . . . . . . . . :   000000000000 <------- Leave 0s to use adapter MAC

Duplex  . . . . . . . . . . :   AUTO

Network speed . . . . . . . :   AUTO

Ethernet standard . . . . . :   ETHV2

 Needed only on Client Partition not the server partition.
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Once the images are in the IFS on the host, share 
them with these steps:

 Create VOLUME_LIST file:
◦ VFYIMGCLG V7R2PTF TYPE(*PTF) SORT(*YES) NFSSHR(*YES)
◦ Or EDTF ‘/ibmi/v7r2/ptf/VOLUME_LIST’ and populate list of files.

 Set proper permissions: Set proper permissions:
◦ CHGAUT OBJ('/ibmi/v7r2/ptf') USER(*PUBLIC) DTAAUT(*RX) 

SUBTREE(*ALL)

 Start NFS
◦ STRNFSSVR *ALL

 Share with NFS:
◦ CHGNFSEXP OPTIONS('-i -o ro') DIR('/ibmi/v7r2/ptf')
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Crete Device Desc (Optical) (CRTDEVOPT)           

Type choices, press Enter.                                            

Device description . . . . . . . > OPTNET01      Name                 

Resource name  . . . . . . . . .   *VRT          Name, *SAME, *NONE...

Device type  . . . . . . . . . .   *RSRCNAME     *RSRCNAME, 632A, 632B..

Local internet address . . . . .   *SRVLAN       *SAME, *NONE, *SRVLAN

Remote internet address  . . . .   '10.1.1.5'                         

Network image directory  . . . .   '/ibmi/v7r2/ptf'                   

User ID number . . . . . . . . .   0             0-4294967295, *SAME  

Group ID number  . . . . . . . .   0             0-4294967295, *SAME  

Online at IPL  . . . . . . . . .   *NO           *SAME, *YES, *NO     

Message queue  . . . . . . . . .   QSYSOPR       Name                 

Library  . . . . . . . . . . .     QSYS        Name, *LIBL, *CURLIB 

Text 'description' . . . . . . .   'Virtual Drive for PTFs' 

 Now vary it on.
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 IP of Host system

 Exact match to NFS Share



 PTF or ‘Program Temporary Fixes’ are updates provided 
by IBM to correct problems or add new function.
◦ New function may be software capabilities or support for new 

hardware

 PTFs are specific to a given release
◦ They may be created for multiple release◦ They may be created for multiple release

 The PTF for each release will have a different number.

 They can be handled one at a time or in groups.

 Getting PTFs requires either IBM Hardware 
maintenance or a current software maintenance 
contract. 
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 The seemingly obvious distinction between Temp and 
Perm is that a temporarily applied PTF can be removed, 
or ‘UnApplied’. 

 A PTF that is permanently applied may be removed in 
only two ways.
◦ Restore the system to a point prior to the PTFs application.◦ Restore the system to a point prior to the PTFs application.
◦ Get a new PTF from IBM that ‘undoes’ the PTf that needs to be 

uninstalled
 This only occurs with defective PTFs

 Prerequisite and co requisite PTFs
◦ These are VERY often found when applying PTFs.
◦ Note that if a PTF is being permanently applied the Pre-req PTFs 

also must be permanently applied
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System Release

PTF Status

LIC Copy in use FSP Code in use (Only
for 1 Partition POWER Systems)

Pending IPL Action
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 Single PTFs.
◦ A single PTF may be ordered to correct a specific problem, or to add a new 

function that didn’t exist when the release first became available. Any number of 
single PTFs can be ordered at one time

 Service packs are single PTFs that are installed on IBM i, but update the 
PC code residing in the IFS. 
◦ Currently service packs target IBM i Access and Windows Server Integration code

 Cumulative PTF Packages or CUMes
◦ CUMes contain fixes for all parts of IBM i. ◦ CUMes contain fixes for all parts of IBM i. 
◦ These accumulate from the time the latest version of the operating system is 

released.
◦ Once a PTF has been placed on a CUMe, it will be on every further CUMe unless 

it is superseded by another, or marked defective.
◦ When you order a CUMe you also get the current Database and HIPER PTF 

groups with your order. 
◦ Cumulative packages are heavily tested. That is, systems with these PTF levels 

are run through multiple tests to assure that the PTFs all work together. A CUMe
has the highest level of testing, and the lowest level of risk for your system.
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 HIPER group - HIgh-Impact PERvasive,
 Security (Only Security PTFs from HIPER group) 
 Database (DB) 
 JAVA
 HTTP
 TCP/IP TCP/IP
 Backup and Recovery group.
 Performance Tools
 IBM i integration with Blade and System x
 Websphere (Several versions)
 Web Query (Several versions)
 Technology Refresh (New in 7.1)
 Hardware (New in 2012)
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 Technology Refresh for 7.1 (SF99707)
◦ This group brings LIC for new hardware and firmware function.
◦ TR 3 added Bridging and Etherchannel support.

 Works on all servers that support IBM i 7.1

◦ TR level 6
 POWER7+

 V3700 and V7000 Native IBM i attach  V3700 and V7000 Native IBM i attach 

◦ TR level 7 
 Many DB items

 LACP Support for Ethernet Aggregation

◦ TR level 8
 POWER8 Scale out server support

◦ TR level 9
 POWER8 Enterprise server support

◦ TR level 10 is current.

 i 7.2 TR Level 2 also available, parallel to TR10 for i 7.1
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Group Number

Group Level

Group Status

Note that F11 displays text describing the group
Option 9 displays related groups.

67Show latest group only with: WRKPTFGRP PTFGRPLVL(*LATEST) 



 IBM has included a new function that uses and 
SQL stored procedure to communicate to IBM.

 The results are compared to your current PTF 
groups and displayed.

 i 7.1 and i 7.2 only.  i 7.1 and i 7.2 only. 

 DB2 group 32 for 7.1 and group 3 for 7.2

 Note that your job must be OTHER than CCSID 
65525 for this to work. 
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PTF_GROUP_CURRENCY      PTF_GROUP_ID  PTF_GROUP_TITLE                                    

INSTALLED LEVEL IS CURRENT  SF99145   710 Performance Tools                              

UPDATE AVAILABLE            SF99362   710 Backup Recovery Solutions                      

INSTALLED LEVEL IS CURRENT  SF99366   710 Print PTFs                                     

INSTALLED LEVEL IS CURRENT  SF99367   710 TCP/IP PTF                                     

UPDATE AVAILABLE            SF99368   710 IBM HTTP Server for i

UPDATE AVAILABLE            SF99369   710 IBM i integration with System xUPDATE AVAILABLE            SF99369   710 IBM i integration with System x

UPDATE AVAILABLE            SF99572   710 Java                                           

INSTALLED LEVEL IS CURRENT  SF99627   710 7.1 Electronic Services Grp PTF              

UPDATE AVAILABLE            SF99647   710 DB2 Web Query for i V2.1.0                     

UPDATE AVAILABLE            SF99701   710 DB2 for IBM i

UPDATE AVAILABLE            SF99705   710 Hardware and Related PTFs                      

INSTALLED LEVEL IS CURRENT  SF99706   710 High Availability for IBM i

UPDATE AVAILABLE            SF99707   710 Technology Refresh                             

UPDATE AVAILABLE            SF99709   710 Group Hiper

UPDATE AVAILABLE            SF99710   Current Cumulative PTF Media Documentation
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 Most important piece is your software.
◦ Some packaged software has specific PTF requirements and these are 

priority #1
◦ You must also consider what pieces you are currently utilizing for in 

house projects. If you’re using RPG III (shame on you) the fixes will be 
few, if it’s PHP and JAVA the fixes will be frequent and more urgent.

 Following that is your hardware.
Certain, especially newer features, require minimum PTF levels or 

Following that is your hardware.
◦ Certain, especially newer features, require minimum PTF levels or 

potentially have true ‘Fix PTFs’ which you should have.
◦ This is a good place to stay current on HIPER groups

 Next is the age of your OS Version.
◦ Currently if you are on V5R3 PTF activity is done. 
◦ If you are on V5R4 PTFs are still flowing but have slowed significantly.
◦ If you are on IBM i 7.1 or 6.1 HIPER groups are still bi-weekly!
◦ Clearly this affects how often you need fixes on your system.
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As alluded to some slides back a PTF goes through a series of stati on 
your system.

 Order – Methods
◦ Fix Central (Preferred)
◦ SNDPTFORD
◦ 1-800-IBM-SERV

 Load
◦ LODPTF◦ LODPTF
◦ PTF menu Option 8 - Install program temporary fix package  

 Apply
◦ APYPTF
◦ PTF menu Option 8 - Install program temporary fix package  

 Active
◦ Often true as soon as they are applied
◦ Some require an IPL or other additional action.
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 Here are the groups. Add to the download list and 
continue.
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Select

Continue

You can
select more
than one
group saving
download size



Product PTF Applies to

Where the PTF is being loaded from:
• A Device, a Save File, *SERVICE
• *Service automatically finds the *SAVF

Which PTFs
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What to do about PTFs that are superseded



Which PTFs to deal with
Product PTF Applies to. 
•Can use *ALL here

Apply Perm or Temp
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Handle Pre and CoReqs 

Handle Delayed PTFs Apply now (*NO) 
or at IPL (*YES)



 Doing any quantity of PTFs typically involves install from 
CD. 

 This is done from PTF menu option 8 – Install package

 PTFs can be loaded during normal operations and set 
for apply at next IPL.for apply at next IPL.
◦ LAND MINE! If an IPL occurs when you don’t expect you will be 

doing PTFs when you may not want to.
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 Sometimes you don’t want to sit and watch

 Instead, use the INSPTF command in batch

 All the parms below line up with the option 8 fields 
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 Two options.
◦ GO LICPGM and take option 50 – Display Install History.

◦ DSPLOG PERIOD((<time> <date>)) MSGID(CPC1200 
CPI3600 CPD3D00 CPI3D00 CPC3600 CPI3500 
CPF3500)

 Substitute the date and time you started doing PTFs

 The first is simpler but the second gives a bit more 
information.
◦ Important to do at least one of the options to be sure that 

PTFs are loaded and applied correctly. 
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 Use DSPPTF and look for any PTFs that show “Not 
Applied” or show an IPL action of YES.

 Use WRKPTFGRP PTFGRPLVL(*LATEST) and look 
for a nice clean column of “Installed”

PTF Group             Level  Status   PTF Group             Level  Status   

SF99710               14143  Installed

SF99709                 112  Installed

SF99707                   8  Installed

SF99706                   7  Installed

SF99705                  11  Installed

SF99701                  29  Installed

…
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 Too many PTFs in *SAVF in QGPL is bad for 
backup and disk usage. 
◦ NOTE: You MAY want to keep these around if you use 

management central distribution.

 Also sometimes they are there but ‘not found’ 
when you use device *SERVICEwhen you use device *SERVICE

 UPDPTFINF will scan all the *SAVF objects in 
QGPL and sync the PTF table with the objects 
found. 
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 Primarily part of System i Navigator the Windows 
installed client.

 Some of its functions are moving into IBM 
Navigator for i, the Web client.
◦ Included are some monitoring and PTF compare and 

update for example.
Included are some monitoring and PTF compare and 
update for example.

 Some of its functions will go away.

 THE best function that it has that we use a lot are 
the performance graph functions. 
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 Default Central system is the first system added to the 
active environment.

 Select from all the servers in the active 
environment.

 Recommend most current OS Level
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 Green=All is well

 Yellow=Some systems not started

 Monitors display the data that is already being 
collected

 Data is live so connections to each system 
are required from central system

 Double click or ‘Open’ to see the monitor 
(next)
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 Yellow=Some systems not started

 White=Monitor is stopped
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Select:

 Metrics

 Frequency of 
sampling 

 15, 30 seconds

 1 or 5 minutes

 Also Thresholds for events for 
each monitor
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 1 or 5 minutes

 Not all metrics

 Max Graphing 
values

 Percents 5-100

 Others vary

 Display time       
(5 to 60 minutes)



 Watch your 
numbers, both 
value and 
intervals!

 Note change to 

 When the value is met for the number of intervals 
selected the command is run.
◦ Reset condition is inverse of Trigger
◦ Only >= and < are available

 Any batch command can be run
 Two independent thresholds are available
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 Note change to 
Graph below



 Alarm display is 
above.

 Shows in iNav msg 
area

It also ‘dings’

 Events and resets are logged by default (below)
 Can also auto open
◦ The log
◦ A monitor
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 It also ‘dings’



 We’re going to review a list of things that are 
either very important day to day things to know or 
are need to know information.

 Most of these are items I’ve discovered as being 
‘way wrong’ on many different systems, even in ‘way wrong’ on many different systems, even in 
very VERY large shops. 

 Others are things you may THINK are working but, 
um, have you checked lately? (Like your oil and 
tire pressure!)
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 Yes occasionally your system may need to contact 
IBM. 

 When this happens you’d like them to know who to 
contact, right?

 WRKCNTINF
Use option 2. Use option 2.

 Howsomever, DO
NOT use option 2 on the next menu for the initial 

setup!!! 
◦ If you miss ANYTHING it kicks you out with the error but forces 

you to START OVER (ARRrrgh)
◦ Instead use CHGCNTINF (See next)

 PRIORITY Item when Staff Changes!! 
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 Where they gonna call ‘em?

 Who they gonna call?
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 Your system may still be able to contact IBM via 
Modem, however those days are numbered.

 ECS (Electronic Customer Service) today is done 
via this new thing called ‘The Internet’ 

 The new configuration  The new configuration 
 Initial configuration and testing of this is done in 

System i Navigator. 
 Expand the System,
◦ Expand Network
 Expand Remote Access Services

 Right click on Originator Connection Profiles
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 You may be asked to set 
QRETSVRSEC SysVal, accept 
this.

Click through the 

wizard panels and 
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wizard panels and 

verify what was

entered previously.

 Select appropriate country and 
state when requested.

 Select “A direct connection to the 
internet”



 Verify the final display of information and click 
“Finish”

 When the ‘Test’ box comes up, say “Yes”!

 The test should complete in

under 30 seconds and look like

this.

 Repeat MONTHLY!!!
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 The previous test is good at an infrastructure level, 
that is it proves that a VPN Link can be established.

 Next test is from command line:
◦ SNDSRVRQS *TEST
◦ This tests connectivity to IBM at a deeper level.
◦ Here is one message you don’t want:

 Then test ECS with SNDPTFORD SF97710 which 
orders just a cover letter. 
◦ Look for this:
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 Yes they should be reported automatically but 
some aren’t and it’s a good idea to know what is in 
there.

 WRKPRB to display the list.

 Then work the list and close each one as it’s 
solved.

 Check weekly at least.
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 Since these are generally a pain to replace, advanced 
planning is required. 

 Fortunately IBM gives you 90 days warning before 
they time out. 

 Knowing when they will however allows you to plan 
the outage.the outage.

 IBM will replace all batteries in your system that are 
within a couple months of going 8009. (Warning)

 Find the numbers with STRSST
◦ Start a Service tool (1) then Hardware Service manager (7) 

and Work with resources containing cache battery packs (9).
◦ Display each battery with option 5.
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 Each battery in your system will be listed here:

Option 5 will show this: Option 5 will show this:
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Key numbers!

Replacement Type

Card Location



EST. TIME

RsRC SERIAL      TYPE     FRAME  CARD  TO WARN  ERR

NAME NUMBER      MODEL    ID     POS      (IN DAYS)

DC01 3D-7207056  571E-001 3C05   C01       514  594

DC02 4D-9044010  574F-001 3C05   C02       497  577DC02 4D-9044010  574F-001 3C05   C02       497  577

DC07 0D-7240033  571E-001 3C03   C01       528  611

DC08 3D-7217086  574F-001 3C03   C02       427  510

(Note that headings have been adjusted for space)

QSMBTTCC comes in a PTF. If you don’t have it on 
your server Get Current on PTFS!!!!!
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 One of the oft neglected pieces of the job is proper 
maintenance of profiles.
◦ A) Assure that unused profiles are *DISABLED or have no 

password.
◦ B) Assure that no profiles exist with default passwords.
◦ C) Delete old profiles as soon as possible.

 ANZDFTPWD will report on active profiles with default  ANZDFTPWD will report on active profiles with default 
passwords.
◦ Default passwords are those that match the user ID.
◦ Option to Disable them or to flag password as expired.

 ANZPRFACT will *DISABLE profiles inactive for the 
specified number of days.
◦ CHGACTPRFL maintains the list of profiles that will NOT be 

disabled even if they go inactive. 
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 There are a number of items here to pay attention to. Rather like 
the Pulse of your system, system status shows many things about 
it’s health.

 WRKSYSSTS then Press F21 and select 3 for advanced.
 First is CPU and memory load. Use F10, wait 5 minutes press F5. 

Intervals longer are ‘too averaged’ and shorter are ‘too spikey’. 
◦ CPU Usage should not be 100 though having it 80 to 90 isn’t necessarily 

bad – get what you pay for!
◦ Faulting rates are measures of memory capacity.◦ Faulting rates are measures of memory capacity.
◦ High rates (triple digits at least) or fault rates nearly same as page rates, 

indicates that additional memory would likely help performance.
◦ This is especially true when these rates are high and CPU usage is low.
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 Jobs in system. 
◦ Only you know the size of your system. Here you can see only 217 jobs, nearly a bare minimum –

a brand new partition. 
◦ Compare the number here to Sysval QMAXJOB

 If this number is getting close (i.e. within 20%) you could find yourself unable to start new jobs if the 
system has a busy period!

◦ Of course just making more isn’t always the right solution. Know WHY your job numbers are what 
they are. Very large numbers are usually the result of spooled files.

 Address usage is critical but almost never a real issue. 
◦ If you run out of perm addresses you go casters up there are very very many and even large ◦ If you run out of perm addresses you go casters up there are very very many and even large 

systems rarely pass much into double digits.
◦ Running out of temp addresses will also clobber you but an IPL will fix that.

 Also an IPL with the temp address percentage over 85% will reset that to zero. There are 247 Billion 
temp addresses per space. 

 While there are a limited number of sets this change (in V5R3) means you don’t use temp spaces at 
each IPL.
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 System ASP. 
◦ The first number tells you the total space of system disk (exclusive of ASPs)
◦ The second is the percentage full of that storage.

 Above 80% this needs to be worked on. Above 90% urgent effort should be put forth.

 You know  the size of your system better than anyone else so you know when 90% is really OK or not. That is 
90% of 100TB leaves lots more room than 90% of 50GB.

◦ Total aux storage indicates if there are ASPs or not that should also be managed.

 Unprotected storage
◦ Current shows the temp storage in use now.

 It can be reduced by restarting applications such as web servers and java apps. It can be reduced by restarting applications such as web servers and java apps.

◦ Max shows the most used since the last IPL.
 It can only be reduced, reset actually, by an IPL

◦ Often these are fairly close together and typically grow with time.
◦ Depending on your system size these can affect usable disk. 
◦ Excessive growth can indicate problems with your applications. 

 Note that in i 7.2 These are titled “Current temporary used” and “Peak temporary used.”
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 Memory can be moved manually or automatically with 
QPFRADJ (the system performance adjuster) 

 Activity levels control the number of simultaneous jobs 
running in a pool. 
◦ On today’s systems larger numbers are better due to thread 

support.support.

 Transition numbers are the ‘very advanced’ tuning.
◦ Essentially Act-Wait is normal. Wait-Inel transitions are OK in 

moderation. Act-Inel transitions should be near or at zero.
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 WRKDSKSTS. The screen below is both the default view plus the 
additional columns from F11.

 General busyness of the disks is shown as well as capacity usage by 
unit.
◦ %Used less than 80% is good.
◦ %Busy less than 40 is reasonable, less than 30% is better. Follow the ‘5 minute 

rule’ as with WRKSYSSTS.

 For those with multiple ASPs drive membership is shown here also.
 On the far right is protection status. 
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 On the far right is protection status. 
◦ “ACTIVE” is a good thing!!! “SUSPEND”, “DEGRADED”, “UNPROT” or “FAILED” 

all mean HELP ME!



 The operating system has several locations where 
information is places about various statuses, 
errors, and completions. 

 Paying attention to these messages is key to 
assuring that the system continues humming a assuring that the system continues humming a 
perfect tune.

 Each of these locations serves a slightly different 
purpose.

 Details Follow:
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 The single most used and most important location 
for messages is the QSYSOPR message queue.
◦ It resides in QSYS and is always there.
◦ Display it: DSPMSG QSYSOPR

 On a busy system messages could be piling into 
this queue at a high rate. this queue at a high rate. 
◦ On such systems it may be wise to utilize a tool to 

monitor the queue. (BYTWARE or ROBOT for example)

 The queue can be cleared but that’s not 
recommended as it may hide events that should 
have been handled.
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 The system history log also known as QHST has 
another set of messages including job start and end 
messages.
◦ Display with DSPLOG
◦ Can specify selection criteria including dates/time ranges, job 

selection, and a list of message IDs. 
◦ Output can be sent to a printer as well. ◦ Output can be sent to a printer as well. 

 Example: 
◦ DSPLOG MSGID(CPF1164) 
◦ Will display all ‘Job Ended’ messages in the log

 QHST is Used more for determining when things 
occurred.
◦ History can only be cleared by trimming the oldest log entries. 
◦ This is done by deleting QHST* files from QHST
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 A special, and optional, message queue is 
QSYSMSG in QSYS.
◦ NOT present by default, it must be created. 
 CRTMSGQ QSYS/QSYSMSG TEXT(‘Important messages 

from the system.’) 

◦ Important messages are duplicated to QSYSMSG in ◦ Important messages are duplicated to QSYSMSG in 
QSYS. 
◦ These include hardware failures, profiles disabled, etc. 
◦ Display with DSPMSG QSYSMSG
◦ Which messages go there? 
 http://ibm.co/141odFR  

◦ Some bit not all are duplicates of QSYSOPR
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 QSERVICE in QSYS.

 All ECS related messages go here. 
◦ Includes messages for downloaded PTFs for example. 

 Arrived in I 6.1
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 Many devices can have their messages sent to 
Other queues.

 For example printers have a MSGQ parm that you 
can use to direct those messages to a queue 
other that QSYSOPRother that QSYSOPR

 CREDEVVWS, CRTDEVAPPC, CRTCTLAPPC 
and others also have the MSGQ parm

 Use these to spread messages out focusing 
important ones to monitored queues. 

 Helps keep QSYSOPR a bit cleaner as well.
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 Both are accessed from System Service Tools 
(STRSST) or DST (Manual IPL)
◦ Service Action Log (SAL)

 Option 1, option 1

◦ Product Activity Log (PAL)◦ Product Activity Log (PAL)

 Option 1, option 7, option 6

◦ More detail than I will go into here but these tool are used 
to view system events.

 These include hardware and software messages events. 

 Several options here for types of messages and time frames.

 Usually used under IBM Guidance. (You have been warned!) 
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 We cannot possibly properly handle this topic in 
this session.

 Through the following days search out sessions 
on Security. 

 Suffice to say that security is a very important part  Suffice to say that security is a very important part 
of Systems Management.

 Key components are password management, user 
profile management and firewall access rules. 

 You MUST understand these things!
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 Similar to Security this is a topic of great breadth. 

 Through the following days search out sessions 
on Backup and Recovery.

 Have you done complete saves?
◦ Check out data areas QSAV* in QSYS, their attributes ◦ Check out data areas QSAV* in QSYS, their attributes 

(not contents) tell you when you’ve last done those types 
of saves. 

 One rule: “If you’ve never tested your backup by 
restoring from it, then you DO NOT HAVE a 
backup.”
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 How much disk is enough?
◦ “It Depends”
◦ No amount is enough.
◦ You don’t know that until you just found out yours is full.

 IBM i disk ‘guidelines’
◦ 70% “I’m happy here.” 

 Hover at or below this number for best performance. Hover at or below this number for best performance.
◦ 80% “I’m feeling a little snug.”

 At this point new large file allocations may slow. 
 Some fragmentation is occurring.
◦ 90% “I’m getting uncomfortable. Somebody needs to move.”

 At this point disk fragmentation is likely. 
 Continued and repeated operation above this point will slow busy 

systems.
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 Disk performance is important to IBM i.

 Architecting disk storage takes know-how and 
understanding of Loops, Buses, Slots, IOAs, Cans, Disk 
Units, and protection methods.

 Disk can also be broken in to ASPs and iASPs and 
these too can affect performance.
Disk can also be broken in to ASPs and iASPs and 
these too can affect performance.

 Detailing how to build your system is beyond the scope 
of this course and is usually done by your business 
partner.

 Look for one with several years of IBM i experience and 
one who is a IBM certified Technical designer.
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 This view is the disk pool status for 
your system.

Many systems will have only one  Many systems will have only one 
Disk Pool.
◦ Those with more than one NEED to use 

this view as there isn’t a good way to see 
it otherwise.

◦ You can use WRKDSKSTS and infer the 
capacity and status
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 Without hardware restructuring there are still 
things you can do to make sure your disks are 
working as well as possible.

 Some biggies are:
◦ Disk Cleanup◦ Disk Cleanup

◦ ASP Balancing

◦ Disk Reorganization

 Lets look at cleanup first
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 60” long, 68” tall, 29” deep

 50 platters!

 1,000 100 byte sectors each

 5MB Total capacity

 1,200 RPM

 600 ms seek time

20 tpi 20 tpi

 The heads not only had latency 
and seek time but platter time.

 It had an air compressor!
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IBM 350 Disk Storage Unit
www-03.ibm.com/ibm/history/exhibits/storage/storage_350.html



 Programmers need working libraries. 
◦ They also need data. They almost never need a full copy of 

production data. 
◦ Not only does this eat up a lot of disk, in some cases it may 

violate SOX, HIPPA and possibly other laws as well.

 One of the biggies is to create policies that control 
these libraries.
◦ How are they named.

Warning

◦ How are they named.
◦ How do they get populated 

 Subset program

 Data obfuscation
◦ When do they get deleted 
◦ Do they get backed up? Seriously this could be huge!

 If you don’t, they probably have good stuff in them

 If you do, you may run out of tape or backup window!
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 In order to control rogue libraries set up your 
auditing to report any new libraries created. 

 Also report on the size and delta of the sizes over 
time.
◦ This can be done quite simply◦ This can be done quite simply

 1) Run RTVDSKINF on a schedule.

 This outputs data to QAEZDISK in QUSRSYS

 2) Query the library sizes and count objects

 Output the results to a file adding to that file on each run.

 3) Query that file to see trends of library size and object 
counts.
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 First things to do are:
◦ RTVDSKINF for *SYSBAS

◦ RTVDSKINF for any iASPS as well.

◦ RTVDIRINF for root (‘/’)

 Note that this includes QSYS.LIB Note that this includes QSYS.LIB

 Optionally you could run it multiple times for directories in the 
root of the IFS omitting QSYS.LIB.

 No option is provided to omit a directory from the collection.

◦ DSPOBJD OBJ(*ALL/*ALL) OBJTYPE(*ALL) 
OUTPUT(*OUTFILE) OUTFILE(QGPL/ALLOBJLST)

 This produces an output file with some additional data fields 
the RTVDSKINF file doesn’t contain like object size.
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Once the data is collected, run a set of reports to set 
your baseline.

 PRTDSKINF *SYS
◦ Shows the system summary. Point of reference.

 PRTDSKINF *LIB
◦ Shows each library in descending order by size. 

PRTDSKINF *OWN
Shows each library in descending order by size. 

 PRTDSKINF *OWN
◦ Shows the users in descending order of amount of stuff 

owned.

 PRTDSKINF *OBJ OBJ(*ALL)
◦ Shows objects in descending order of size.

 Prompt each command for more options!!
Samples of all four follow.
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 Run PRTDSKINF a couple ways
◦ First by last change

◦ Second by size

 Run PRTDIRINF a couple ways
◦ First for *DIR subtree *ALL◦ First for *DIR subtree *ALL

 This will point out directories with lots in them. 

◦ Then for *OBJ Minimum size of 10000 (K) or 10Meg. 

 Default is to sort descending.

 Again: Remember prompting gives options for 
selection, sequence, etc. 
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Last change also shown off to the right.



Things that can get real big or real numerous.
◦ Journal Receivers◦ Save Files◦ Journal Receivers◦ Physical files
 Watch for multiple members!◦
 Watch for multiple members!◦ Journal Receivers◦ Logical Files especially Joins◦ Journal Receivers◦ Spooled Files◦ Journal Receivers 
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 You may have noticed Journal receivers on the list 
◦ Be sure to have a maintenance procedure for them

 They are like diapers:

 They must be changed routinely 

 They are often full of Sh**.

 Nonetheless you need to know if backing them up before 
deleting them is required by your auditors and policies!deleting them is required by your auditors and policies!
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• SQL query of the 
QAEZDisk Files for 
receivers

SELECT diobli, diobnm, 
diobtp,  diobat, diobsz
FROM qusrsys/qaezdisk
WHERE diobtp = 'JRNRCV'                      
ORDER BY diobsz DESC 



 Relatively easy to control but these can get big fast 
with approximately a 1TB max size.
◦ (2TB in V6R1)

 Often used when moving ‘stuff’ around and then 
forgotten about.

 Some disk to disk backups use them. Some disk to disk backups use them.
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• SQL query of the 
QAEZDISK file for 
Save Files:

SELECT diobli, diobnm, 
diobtp, diobat, diobsz

FROM qusrsys/qaezdisk
WHERE diobat = 'SAVF'                        
ORDER BY diobsz DESC 



 Usually some of the largest objects in any application.
◦ But they contain the real important stuff! So it’s likely they will 

continue to grow.

◦ However deleted records usually just wasted space

 This space can and should be reclaimed.

◦ If possible CHGPF REUSEDLT(*YES)◦ If possible CHGPF REUSEDLT(*YES)

◦ Alternative is RGZPFM ALWCANCEL(*YES) LOCK(*SHRUPD)

 File must be journaled for these options to be allowed. 
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 SQL query of the DSPFD 
file for Physical Files



 There are about 2 things to do about Logical files.
◦ They can be deleted however only if they are not being used!

 Note that they may be referenced directly by programs or indirectly 
by SQL.

 Check DSPFD output for number of reads

◦ If they would share access paths but were built in the wrong ◦ If they would share access paths but were built in the wrong 
order they can be rebuilt.

 For example LF X1 uses Key A, LF X2 uses Key A, B and LF 3 
Uses Key A, B, C.  Rebuild them in the order X3, X2, X1 and there 
will be only one Access Path-Shared.

 Also you can do SAVLIB ACCPTH(*NO) and then RSTLIB. 

 This will rebuild them correctly. 

 Only two commands, how hard can this be. 
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 Too many is too many!

 Job logs are maintained with CHGCLNUP 
SYSPRT(4) (In this case 4 days)

 RCLSPLSTG can be used to reclaim the storage 
used by deleted spool files. used by deleted spool files. 
◦ Primarily useful when there has been a large number of 

spooled files or large spooled files deleted.

◦ Sysval QRCLSPLSTG triggers automatic reclaim

 default value 8 days.
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 WRKLNK is your friend. Learn it, Love it, Live it!

 This is the native way to navigate around the iFS

 Did you know you can do option ‘2’ (edit) against a 
directory? Hmmmm? (Next Slide)

 ‘Linux’ like stuff (Always load both!) ‘Linux’ like stuff (Always load both!)
◦ Qp2term (part of 5722SS1 option 33 PASE)

 Start with CALL qp2term

◦ Qshell (Part of 5722SS1 option 30 QSHELL)

 Start with STRQSH

 NOTE: Qshell and Linux stuff is CaSE SenSITivE!!!
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 Option 5

 Need 
option 8 to 
see any 
details.

 Option 2
 Note Size and 

change date/time 
are shown!

 (See #9? Shhh)
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 More (and more (and MORE)) of our disk space is 
taken up by objects in the IFS.

 Traditional IBM i tools don’t do as good a job 
tracking that stuff as they do QSYS.

 So lets leverage some of the Unix stuff on the 
system to help us find out where our disk storage 
So lets leverage some of the Unix stuff on the 
system to help us find out where our disk storage 
went!
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 du (Disk Usage) 
◦ List the total size of the current directory tree.

 $ ls –la (Shown for comparison)
 total 7305872
 Drwxrwsrwx 2 ldb 0      12288 Oct  2 20:55 .
 Drwxrwsrwx 10 qsecofr 0  28672 Feb 20 10:18 ..
 -rwxrwxrwx 1 ldb 0 3738935296 Oct  2 03:07 Fed12… -rwxrwxrwx 1 ldb 0 3738935296 Oct  2 03:07 Fed12…
 -rw------- 1 ldb 0     272496 Oct  7 17:38 QIMGCLG
 $ du
 7305816 . < - Reported in blocks
 $ du -k
 3652908 . < - Reported in KBytes
 $ du -m
 3567.29 . < - Reported in MBytes
 $ du -g
 3.48    . < - Reported in GBytes
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 du (Disk Usage) 
◦ List the total size of the current directory tree.
◦ IBM i version shows entire directory tree below
◦ -s will show only the summary (total) line.

 $ du –g <- Shows each directory 

 0.20     ./licpgm/BOOTP 0.20     ./licpgm/BOOTP

 25.83   ./licpgm

 19.61   ./ptf

 45.43   .

 $ du –gs <- ‘g’ is GB and ‘s’ is summary only

 45.43   .

◦ Wish List: in Linux/Unix an option exists to show only the directories IN 
this directory (depth=1). This would be nice.
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While in QSHELL and Qp2term:
 rm will delete lots of files at one time.
 It can also delete things with ‘goofy’ names.
 ‘rm *’ deletes all files in a directory.

 It doesn’t ask 

 ‘rm -R *’ recursively deletes everything in and below the 
current directory.
‘rm -R *’ recursively deletes everything in and below the 
current directory.

 It doesn’t ask either.
 Use with caution (read: ‘backups’) 

 Since – is usually the indicator for a following parm 
deleting files that begin with one is tricky. 

 Use “rm -- -foo” for example to delete file named –foo.

 Most funky names can be enclosed in single quotes
 Use rm ‘fred-fred’ for example to delete file named fred-fred
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SELECT qaezd0001o.qezalcsize,   qaezd0001o.qezdtasize,
qaezd0001o.qezobjnam,  qaezd0001d.qezdirnam1 

FROM QAEZD0001O INNER JOIN QAEZD0001D on            
qaezd0001O.qezdiridx= qaezd0001D.qezdiridx     

WHERE  qaezd0001o.qezalcsize > 1000000    <-select min size here
ORDER BY qaezd0001o.qezalcsize DESC       <-or sequence here
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 Two disk utilities are now part of IBM i
◦ Disk reorganization

 ‘Defrag for IBM i’ it primarily groups free space together so 
that future large file allocations will be more efficient.

 STRDSKRGZ and ENDDSKRGZ

Can be run for a specified time or *NOMAX Can be run for a specified time or *NOMAX

 If run with *NOMAX ENDDSKRGZ can stop it.

 Can run for one or *ALL ASPs

 Task running is SMDEFRAGTA (in WRKSYSACT)

◦ ASP Balancing

 Moves data around on your disks to improve performance.
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 Start with TRCASPBAL.
◦ TRCASPBAL *ON and name your ASP 

◦ This tool collects data on how your objects are used.

◦ Let this thing run through a few busy times.

◦ Then TRCASPBAL *OFF

 Now that we have data utilize it. Now that we have data utilize it.
◦ STRASPBAL Options:

 *USAGE will move things around such that each disk unit has a 
roughly equal amount of low usage and high usage objects.

 Especially useful for large disk units (e.g. 140GB and up)

 *HSM will move the high usage objects to faster performing disks 
(SSDs!) while low usage objects are moved to lower performing units. 

 Requires a suitable mix of high and low speed disks on your system.
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 Without TRCASPBAL data
◦ STRASPBAL *CAPACITY

 This will at least balance your drives so that each is as full as 
the others. 

 This actually isn’t bad unless you have a few seriously busy 
objects. 

All ASP Balancing runs in the background. All ASP Balancing runs in the background.
◦ It may busy the disks up some but is low priority

◦ Don’t starve *MACHINE pool during this process!!

◦ Some objects such as Server Storage Spaces cannot be 
moved if they are in use. 

◦ All Balancing commands are applicable to any ASP or 
ASP type. 
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 It’s your disk.

 Use the tools provided to help determine what’s 
out there and how recently it’s been used.

 Learn some UNIX stuff.

Learn where your applications store IFS data and  Learn where your applications store IFS data and 
be sure you’re backing it up too!!!
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 Allocation
◦ QMAXJOB - Maximum number of jobs allowed on the 

system.
 Once this limit is reached NO more jobs are allowed. The 

shipped default is 163520 (no idea!)

◦ QJOBMSGQMX - Maximum size of job message queue.◦ QJOBMSGQMX - Maximum size of job message queue.
 I recommend 64MB for all of today’s systems.

◦ QJOBMSGQFL - Job Message Queue Full Action.
 What to do when a job log fills up.

 Mostly I recommend *PRTWRAP which prints the current 
section of the joblog and then wraps over it.

◦ QMAXSPLF - Maximum spooled files Per job.
 The shipped default is 9999 – adequate for nearly all jobs.
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 Allocation
◦ QRCLSPLSTG - When to reclaim unused spooled file 

storage
 The default is 8 days which is reasonable for most systems.

◦ QSPLFACN - What to do with Spooled files when jobs 
end.end.
 *KEEP is the default – OS/400 always worked this way.

 *DETATCH is new and it disconnects the spooled files from 
the job allowing the job itself to go away 
 WRKJOB, WRKSBMJOB etc don’t find these any more.

 New parms on WRKSPLF as well as iNav functions are used to 
find spooled file.
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 Security
◦ QALWOBJRST – Allow Object Restore

 Controls who can restore security sensitive objects to the system. For 
example programs that adopt, programs that have validation errors, or 
system state programs.

 This is a list value allowing detailed selection.
◦ QAUDCTL – Audit Control

 Sets the basic auditing level for the system. Sets the basic auditing level for the system.
 Recommend *OBJAUD *AUDLVL and *NOQTEMP    
◦ QAUDENDACN – Auditing end action

 What to do when the system ASP is full and auditing is in place.
 Can either end auditing or PWRDWNSYS!! No ‘great’ choice.
◦ QAUDLVL – Auditing Options

 Recommend *AUDLVL2 which tells the system to use QAUDLVL2 
instead of this value.    
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 Security
◦ QAUDLVL2 – Auditing options.

 These are many but a basic set would be:
 *AUTFAIL – Authorization Failures

 *DELETE – Objects deleted.

 *NETFAIL – Network Failures (e.g. port not available)

 *PGMADP – Program Adoption occurred *PGMADP – Program Adoption occurred

 *PGMFAIL – Program Failures

 *SECCFG – Security Configuration changes

 *SECRUN – Security Run time functions.

 *SECVLDL – Validation List Changes

 *SERVICE – Service commands and APIs are audited

 *SYSMGT – System Management Tasks

◦ QCRTAUT  - Default public authority given to new object
 Most systems have *CHANGE but *EXCLUDE is better.
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 Security 
◦ QCRTOBJAUD – Default object auditing for new objects

 Default is *NONE – no auditing.

◦ QLMTDEVSSN – Limit Device sessions

 Allow more than one session for a user.  Allow more than one session for a user. 

 Overridden at the user profile level.

 i 6.1 Changes this to numeric. 0=no limit or 1-9 is the 
number of sessions alowed.

◦ QLMTSECOFR – Limit Security Office Access

 Default (recommended) is to restrict any user with *ALLOBJ 
special authority to the console and devices they have 
specifically been granted authority to use.
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 Security
◦ QMAXSIGN – Maximum sign on attempts allowed.

 Default is 3 then the action below is taken.

◦ QMAXSGNACN – Action to take for failed signons 

 Can disable the device, the profile or both.

 With nearly all terminals today virtual terminals only profile makes  With nearly all terminals today virtual terminals only profile makes 
much sense.

◦ QPWDLVL – Password Level

 The default is 10 character passwords.

 Options 2 and 3 allows 128 character passwords.  

◦ QPWDEXPITV – Password Expiration Interval

 How many days do passwords live before they must be changed.
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 Security
◦ QPWDLMTAJC, QPWDLMTCHR, QPWDLMTREP
◦ QPWDMAXLEN, QPWDMINLEN, QPWDPOSDIF
◦ QPWDRQDDGT
◦ All of these control how passwords are composed.
◦ QPWDVLDPGM – Password Validation program

If the above rules just aren’t enough write a program here to  If the above rules just aren’t enough write a program here to 
check any rules you may want.
 Example do a dictionary test 

◦ QPWDRQDDIF – Duplicate Password Control
 How many different passwords must be used before they 

can repeat - from 4 to 32
◦ i 6.1 new QPWDRULES System value can (optionally) 

be used to replace ALL of these values. 
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 Security
◦ QRETSVRSEC – Retain Server Security

 ‘1’ Allows security to be stored in encrypted spaces 

◦ QRMTSIGN – Remote Sign on Control

 How to handle users doing passthrough and navigator 
functions. 

 How to handle users doing passthrough and navigator 
functions. 

 Recommend *VERIFY to allow the user’s ID and password 
to be validated and then the user is allowed to bypass 
signon.

◦ QSCANFS – Scan File Systems   

◦ QSCANFSCTL – Scan File Systems control

 These two values control virus scanning.
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 Security
◦ QSECURITY – System Security Level
 Level 40 is recommended for all systems that don’t require 

level 50. 

◦ QUSEADPAUT – Use Adopted Authority.
 If an authorization list is attached to this value then only  If an authorization list is attached to this value then only 

users with *USE authority on authorization list can maintain 
programs and service programs with adopted authority.

◦ QVFYOBJRST – Verify objects on restore
 The default verifies signatures for signed programs and 

allows unsigned programs to be restored. 

 Can go as high as requiring all programs to be validly 
signed.
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 Joblog Servers
◦ System value QLOGOUTPUT controls how job logs are 

produced. 
 A value of *JOBEND causes the system to created a 

spooled file for the job log if required. (e.g. LOGLVL(4 0 
*SECLVL)*SECLVL)

 A value of *JOBLOGSVR causes the system to pass the 
output to a job log server. 
 This can significantly reduce the system load when a subsystem 

with a large number of jobs is ended. 

 The jobs are QJOBLOGSVR in QSYSWRK.

 A value of *PND means the joblogs are not produced unless 
needed. 
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 WRKJOBLOG - Work with Job Logs. 
◦ Can work with *SPOOLED job logs

◦ Also *PND job logs – not yet written 

◦ Works even with QSPLFACN set to *DETACH

 Option 12 is ineffective in this case.

◦ Can also subset by date ranges and job names. ◦ Can also subset by date ranges and job names. 
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 As shown for job logs when QSPLFACN is *DETACH 
there no longer is a job to use when looking for the files.

 This means the number of jobs on the system no longer 
includes completed jobs. 
◦ Less Storage used

◦ Faster IPL Times. ◦ Faster IPL Times. 

 WRKJOBLOG handles the job log issues.

 WRKSPLF has been enhanced to deal with these issues 
in V5R4.

 iNav has the capabilities to search by even more criteria
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New in V5R4



 Spooled files can also be placed in independent 
ASPs.

 Spooled files there must be disconnected from 
their jobs.

 All spooled file maintenance of spooled files in  All spooled file maintenance of spooled files in 
iASPS will be deferred until the iASP is varied on. 
◦ System IPL time is improved.

◦ Max Number of spooled files in an iASP is *really huge.
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 IBM i is the best operating system in the world. 
 Proper management of this operating system will 

assure you the maximum possible uptime for your 
system.

 There are many many things you can maintain!
 Starting with defaults gets you an operational  Starting with defaults gets you an operational 

system. 
 Trained tweaking them can improve it!
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